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Abstract. I discuss the factorization-compatible definitions of transverse-momentum-
dependent (TMD) pion wave functions which are fundamental theory inputs entering
QCD factorization formulae for many hard exclusive processes. I will first demonstrate
that the soft subtraction factor introduced to remove both rapidity and pinch singulari-
ties can be greatly reduced by making the maximal use of the freedom to construct the
Wilson-line paths when defining the TMD wave functions. I will then turn to show that
the newly proposed TMD definition with non-dipolar Wilson lines is equivalent to the one
with dipolar gauge links and with a complicated soft function, to all orders of the pertur-
bative expansion in the strong coupling, as far as the infrared behavior is concerned.

1 Introduction

Hard exclusive processes have significantly sharpened our understanding of the strong interaction
dynamics involved in the hadronic amplitudes, due to the establishment of various QCD factorization
theorems which allow for separation of the hard scattering contributions and the (universal) long-
distance QCD effects. Albeit the fact that factorization in a non-abelian gauge theory like QCD is by
no means a trivial issue, collinear factorization for a number of interesting hard reactions, at leading
power in 1/Q where Q is the typical hard scale for a given process, can be established with rigorous
power counting schemes and standard assumptions. By contrast, transverse-momentum-dependent
(TMD) factorization for hard exclusive processes based upon the theory of on-shell Sudakov form
factor [1], with the original aim of avoiding the rapidity divergences in collinear factorization for
the pion electromagnetic form factor at sub-leading power [2], turns out to be far more sophisticated
conceptually due to the absence of a definite power counting scheme and to the emergence of light-
cone singularities in the infrared subtraction, and this can be already partially recognized from the
troubled history of TMD wave functions [3–14].

The primary difficulty of defining TMD wave functions lies in eliminating the rapidity divergence
involved in the infrared subtraction, due to the TMD hard scattering kernels, without introducing ad-
ditional pinch singularities. It is the subjective of this presentation to overview the current status of
TMD factorization for hard exclusive processes, focusing on the comparison between collinear and
TMD pion wave functions and the regularization of unwanted rapidity and pinch divergences. I will
consider the simplest hard exclusive process γ∗ → πγ (neglecting the involved sub-leading contribu-
tions [15] for the moment) through the discussion in order not to bother about the complication due
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to the Glauber/Coulomb gluon exchange [16] which are relevant to the construction of factorization
theorems for more complicated processes, e.g., the pion electromagnetic form factor. It is certainly
interesting to generalize the discussion presented here to understand the factorization properties of
those processes taking into account the contribution from the Glauber gluons, which is also crucial to
construct the Wilson line structures of TMD wave functions. In what follows, I will first explain the
origin of light-cone singularities in the infrared subtraction determined by the convolution of TMD
wave functions and the hard functions, and present new definitions of the TMD pion wave functions
with dipolar and non-dipolar Wilson lines in section 2. Demonstration of the equivalence of different
TMD definitions is then discussed with the aid of rapidity evolution equations in section 3.

2 Factorization-compatible TMD wave functions

To facilitate the comparison between the collinear and TMD pion wave functions, I will begin with
the collinear factorization formula for the pion-photon transition form factor [3]

Fπ(Q2) =

√
2 fπ
3

∫ 1

0
dx H(x,Q2, µ) φπ(x, µ) , (1)

where the pion light-cone distribution amplitude (LCDA) φπ(x, µ) is given by

〈0|q̄(0) Wn− (0, t n−) 6 n− γ5 q(t n−)|π+(p)〉 = i fπ p+

∫ 1

0
dx e−ix t p+ φπ(x, µ) , (2)

with the collinear gauge link

Wn− (0, t n−) = P exp
[
i gs

∫ t

0
dλT a n− · Aa (λ n−)

]
. (3)

The hard function H(x,Q2, µ) determined from the perturbative QCD matching is known to the next-
to-next-to-leading order in the strong coupling [17]. Taking into account the Sudakov form factor to
suppress the soft gluon contribution [2], the TMD factorization formula for the γ∗ → πγ form factor
can be written as

Fπ(Q2) =

√
2 fπ
3

∫ 1

0
dx
∫

d2~b H(x, ~b,Q2, µ) φπ(x, ~b, µ) e−S (x,~b,Q) , (4)

where S (x, ~b,Q) is the perturbative Sudakov form factor and the non-perturbative Sudakov evolution
is left out due to the strong model dependence. Naively, one may expect the following definition of
the TMD pion wave function in momentum space

φnaive
π (x,~kT , µ) ?

=

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

× 〈0|q̄(0)W†n− (+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [tr. link] Wn− (+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉 , (5)

with the coordinate z = (0, z−,~zT ), which can be constructed from a straightforward extension of
(2). Unfortunately, the above-mentioned definition yields the light-cone divergence in the infrared
subtraction, which can be readily understood from the one-loop correction to the quark-Wilson-line
diagram

φ(1)
π ⊗ H(0) ∝

∫
[dl]

1
[(k + l)2 + i0)][l+ + i0][l2 + i0]

[
H(0)(x + l+/p+,~kT + ~lT ) − H(0)(x,~kT )

]
. (6)
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In contrast to the collinear factorization, this loop integral develops an endpoint singularity from the
1/l+ singularity in the Eikonal propagator, due to the non-cancellation of two hard functions at l+ = 0.
Two different definitions were proposed [4] to regularize such rapidity divergence either by rotating
the gauge links off the light cone or by introducing an additional subtraction factor

φC1
π (x,~kT , yu, µ) ?

=

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

× 〈0|q̄(0)W†
u (+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [tr. link] Wu(+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉 , (7)

φC2
π (x,~kT , yu, µ) ?

=

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

×
〈0|q̄(0)W†n− (+∞, 0) 6 n− γ5 [tr. link] Wn− (+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉

〈0|W†
n− (+∞, 0)Wu(+∞, 0) [tr. link] Wn− (+∞, z) W†u (+∞, z)|0〉

, (8)

where the gauge vector u = (u+, u−, ~0T ) is away from the light cone.
Some years later, Bacchetta et al [18] found that the TMD definitions like (7) and (8) will induce

the pinch singularity for a TMD parton density with space-like Wilson lines and hence they cannot be
used to construct TMD factorization formulae for the hard inclusive reactions in practice. Even worse,
the pinch singularity appears in TMD wave functions for any off-light-cone gauge vector, because the
radiative gluon is not necessary to be on the mass shell [19]. To develop a better understanding of the
resulting pinch singularity, one can compute the Wilson line self-energy graph explicitly

φπ ∝

∫
[dl]

u2

[l + i0)][u · l + i0][u · l − i0]
δ(x′ − x + l+/p+) δ(2)(~k′T − ~kT + ~lT ) , (9)

which yields the linear divergence in the length of the Wilson lines in coordinate space. One then
concludes that off-light-cone dipolar Wilson lines regularize the rapidity divergence at the price of
introducing an unwanted pinch singularity.

The problem of defining factorization-compatible TMD definitions was resolved only recently by
Collins [16] in the context of parton densities. Generalizing his proposal to the TMD wave functions
one obtains

φC
π (x,~kT , y2, µ) = lim

y1→+∞
yu→−∞

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

× 〈0|q̄(0)W†u (+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [tr. link] Wu(+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉

×

√
S (zT ; y1, y2)

S (zT ; y1, yu) S (zT ; y2, yu)
, (10)

where the soft function is defined as

S (zT ; yA, yB) =
1

Nc
〈0|W†nB

(∞,~zT )ca WnA (∞,~zT )ad WnB (∞, 0)bc W†nA
(∞, 0)db|0〉, (11)

with nA and nB being the rapidities of the gauge-fixing vectors nA and nB. This definition is unique,
up to the choice of the ultraviolet renormalization prescription, provided that the following criteria are
satisfied [20].

• The unsubtracted wave function only involves light-cone Wilson lines.

• Each soft factor has at most one off-light-cone Wilson line.
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Wn1(∞, �zT ) W †
n1
(∞,�0T )

W †
u(∞, �zT ) Wu(∞,�0T )

Wn2(∞, �zT ) W †
n2
(∞,�0T )

Wn1(∞, �zT ) W †
n1
(∞,�0T )

W †
n2
(∞, �zT ) Wn2(∞,�0T )

W †
u(∞, �zT ) Wu(∞,�0T )

C ancel   rapidity 
      divergence

C ancel  pinch 
     divergence

C ancel  rap.   div.  of   the  
unsubtracted w ave function

Figure 1. Diagrammatical representation of the soft subtraction in (10).

• The subtracted wave function is free of rapidity and pinch singularities and is defined as the product
of the unsubtracted wave function and powers of the soft function in transverse coordinate space.

To demonstrate the cancellation mechanism in a transparent way, a detailed account of the rapidity
and pinch structures of different pieces in the soft subtraction is display in figure 1.

At this point, one might be curious to ask whether there exists an alternative definition of the
TMD pion wave function with a simpler soft subtraction function. The key to answering this question
consists in identifying the very origin of pinch singularities, which is due to the dipolar structure of
the gauge links defining the TMD wave functions or parton densities. It is then a straightforward task
to propose the following definition [19]

φnew
π (x,~kT , y2, µ) =

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

×
〈0|q̄(0)W†n2 (+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [links@∞] Wv(+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉

[color factor] 〈0|W†n2 (+∞, 0) [links@∞] Wv(+∞, 0)|0〉
, (12)

with two distinct off-light-cone gauge vectors n2 and v. It is evident that the pinch singularity appeared
in the naive definition (7) is now alleviated to a soft divergence in the unsubtracted wave function

φnew
π ⊃

∫
[dl]

n2 · v

[l + i0)][n2 · l + i0][v · l − i0]
δ(x′ − x + l+/p+)δ(2)(~k′T − ~kT + ~lT ) , (13)

which is further subtracted by the soft function with a rather simple gauge structure. The Wilson-line
path defining the unsubtracted wave function is presented in figure 2 and a similar path of Wilson
lines at infinity is used to define the soft function. Different choices for the gauge-link path may serve
the same purpose, however, a more careful study is in demand to quantity the scheme dependence on
the Wilson-line contour defining the TMD wave functions (see e.g., [21]).

The general definition (12) can be further reduced with some specific choices of two non-light-
cone vectors n2 and v. In particular, employing the orthogonal Wilson lines (n2 · v = 0) no soft
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(0, z−, ~zT ) (∞n2+, z− +∞n2−, ~zT )

(∞n2+, z− +∞n2−, ~∞T )(∞ v+,∞ v−, ~∞T )

(∞ v+,∞ v−,~0T ) (0, 0,~0T)

Figure 2. The Wilson-line path adopted to define the unsubtracted wave function (12).

subtraction will be needed in the TMD definition [19]

φI
π(x,~kT , y2, µ) =

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

× 〈0|q̄(0)W†n2
(+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [links@∞] Wv(+∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉 , (14)

with

n2 = (ey2 , e−y2 , ~0T ) , v = (−ey2 , e−y2 , ~0T ) . (15)

One can readily verify that both of the two definitions (10) and (14) result in the same collinear
logarithm for the infrared subtraction (without the contribution from the LSZ terms)

φC, I
π ⊗ H(0) = −

αs CF

4π
[2 ln x + 3] ln

 k2
T

Q2

 H(0)(x, kT ) + (IR finite terms) , (16)

at one-loop approximation, which reproduces the collinear behaviour of the one-loop QCD ampli-
tude for the partonic Green function corresponding to γ∗ → πγ at leading Fock-state approximation.
Alternatively, one can facilitate the TMD definition (12) with the antiparallel Wilson lines

φII
π (x,~kT , y2, µ) =

∫
dz−
2π

∫
d2zT

(2π)2 ei(xp+z−−~kT ·~zT )

×
〈0|q̄(0)W†n2 (+∞, 0) 6n− γ5 [links@∞] Wn2 (−∞, z) q(z)|π+(p)〉

[color factor] 〈0|W†n2 (+∞, 0) [links@∞] Wn2 (−∞, 0)|0〉
, (17)

which can be also shown to reproduce the very collinear structure in (16) and I will not expand the
discussion for this definition.

3 Equivalence of TMD definitions

Now I will demonstrate the equivalence of different TMD definitions to all orders of the strong cou-
pling in light of the arguments inspired from the rapidity evolution equations. First, I will explain
that both of the definitions (10) and (14) will recover the naive definition (5) in the limit of vanishing
regulators. One can readily verify that switching off the regulator in (10), i.e., y2 → −∞ (⇒ y2 = yu)
implies that√

S (zT ; y1, y2)
S (zT ; y1, yu) S (zT ; y2, yu)

→ 1 , (18)
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ππ
+ ππ −

G function
K function G function

Figure 3. Graphic representation of the rapidity evolution kernels for the new TMD definition (14).

which evidently reduces the Collins’ definition to (5). Similarly, setting y2 → −∞ (⇒ n2 = v = n−) in
(14) trivially gives rise to

φI
π(x,~kT , y2, µ)→ φnaive

π (x,~kT , µ) . (19)

We are then led to conclude that both Collins’ and our proposals for the TMD definitions yield the
same collinear divergence in the limit y2 = yu → −∞. The remaining task is to show that the two
definitions can bring about the same collinear behaviour for an arbitrary rapidity y2. To this end, we
need to examine the rapidity evolution equations for both definitions of the TMD pion wave function,
employing the standard resummation techniques in QCD [1, 22].

Noticing that the rapidity dependence in Collins’ definition (10) comes from the soft subtraction
entirely and applying the routine chain rule for the rapidity derivative one can write

d
dy2

φC
π = lim

y1→+∞
yu→−∞

1
2

S ′(zT ; y1, y2)
S (zT ; y1, y2)︸          ︷︷          ︸−

S ′(zT ; y2, yu)
S (zT ; y2, yu)︸          ︷︷          ︸

 φC
π ≈ lim

y1→+∞
K(zT ; y1, y2) φC

π ,

K(zT ; y1, y2) K(zT ; y2, yu) (20)

where the primed soft functions S ′ are computed from the Wilson-line diagrams defining the soft
functions, with the Eikonal vertex nµ2 replaced by a special vertex given by Eq. (4.4) in [19], and only
the soft function K(zT ; y2, yu) enters the rapidity evolution of the TMD definition (10) in contrast to
the original Collins-Soper-Sterman evolution [1, 22].

Constructing the rapidity evolution for the newly proposed definition (14) is slightly more involved
due to the appearance of two gauge vectors dependent on the same rapidity parameter y2 and to the
rapidity dependence of the unsubtracted wave function. It is nevertheless without the conceptual
difficulty to derive the following evolution equation

d
dy2

φI
π = lim

y1→+∞
[K(zT ; y1, y2) + G(y2)] φI

π , (21)

where the soft and hard functions can be computed from the effective diagrams presented in figure 3.
We can then readily conclude that the infrared behaviour of the TMD definition (14) is equivalent to
that proposed by Collins (10), to all orders of the strong coupling, due to the infrared safety of the
hard function G(y2).

4 Concluding discussion

To summarize, I presented a brief historic report on understanding the TMD factorization for hard
exclusive processes, using the definition of TMD wave functions as an illustrative example. I pro-
vided a detailed account of justifying the new definition (12), with a simple soft function, applicable
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to a QCD description of γ∗ → πγ at large momentum transfer. Furthermore, I demonstrated the
equivalence of Collins’ and our proposals for the TMD definitions in the infrared behaviours to all
orders of perturbative expansion, with the aid of the rapidity evolution equations using the classical
QCD resummation techniques. However, there remain many conceptual issues of constructing TMD
factorization formulae for hard exclusive reactions as already emphasized above. Among these un-
settled questions, the top priority should be to establish a definite power counting scheme for all the
energy scales involved in a given problem, including the intrinsic transverse momentum. I therefore
anticipate exciting developments of putting TMD factorization for hard exclusive processes on a solid
ground, in addition to its phenomenological success.
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